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As a rule, flows, on M3 and cascades on M2 have similar qualitative 
properties. Here is an interesting exception. 
THEOREM 1. (Newhouse-Palis [2]). If f: M2 + M2 is a dzjjeomorphism 
with jinite hyperbolic nonwandering set, then f can be approximated by a Morse- 
Smale dz#eomorphism. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a smooth jlow + on S3, the 3-sphere, whose 
nonwandering set equals nine hyperbolic closed orbits but which is near no Morse- 
Smale $0~. 
A flow with Q = finitely many hyperbolic orbits is sometimes called 
“almost Morse-Smale.” Theorem 2 shows that the boundary of the set of 
Morse-Smale flows does not contain all the almost Morse-Smale flows. But, 
as will be pointed out in the conclusion to this note, there exists a path in 
the space of all flows on S3 from the flow + to the boundary of the Morse- 
Smale flows; furthermore, this path consists entirely of almost Morse-Smale 
flows. 
The construction of (b in Theorem 2 uses two “plugs” from [5]. Let us 
recall what such a plug is. Consider a vector field 
x = R(2/2r) + 2(2/2z) 
which is defined on the halfplane Y > 0 in (Y, z) space, and which satisfies 
the properties below: 
1. X has four critical points, all hyperbolic; they are a source at (4, $), 
a sink at (4, -f), and saddles at (4, &I-g). 
2. X = 2/2x outside of [i, 31 x [-g, 81. 
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3. X satisfies the mirror-image property: 
Z(r, z) = qr, -z) and qr, x) = -R(Y, -z). 
4. The phase portrait of X is shown in Fig. 1. 
r 
I r=I 
FIG. 1. Phase portrait of X. 
The effect of the mirror image property is that if y is an orbit of X which 
leaves [0, l] x [- 1, l] positively and negatively, then y coincides, as a set, 
with some orbit of a/&z outside of [Q, $1 x [-5, f]. 
Let 0: [0, m) x R -+ R be a smooth function such that 
O(Y, z) = --O(r, -z), 
qr, z) = 0 if Y<&, y>&,or/zl >i, 
qr, z) = 1 if (r, z) = (4, $) or (4, f). 
DEFINITION. The standard plug is the pair (P, Y) where 
P={(r,8,z)~R~l~~l,I~j~l}, 
Y = qa/ag + qajae) + qajaz). 
If y is an orbit of Y which leaves P in positive and negative time, then y 
coincides as a set with some orbit of a/&x in the &neighborhood of aP. The 
standard plug has four closed orbits, and they are all, hyperbolic. When 
z > 0 they rotate positively, and when z < 0 they rotate negatively. We 
label them u-, p, y, G+, as indicated in Fig. 2. 
Let W,“, W,u denote the inner and outer components of W”(y) - y. 
Similarly for WS(/~). The circles Ci’(, etc., are the intersections of these 
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invariant half manifolds with the planes n* = {(r, 8, z): z = &l}. By the 
mirror image property of Y, Ci”(r) and Cis(/3) are x-translates of each other. 
So are C,“(y) and COs(/3). 
FIG. 2. The standard plug. 
Recall that a flow is Kupka-Smale if all its compact orbits are hyperbolic 
and their invariant manifolds intersect transversally [4]. (“Invariant 
manifolds” refers to the stable and unstable manifolds, W”, Wu.) A Kupka- 
Smale flow is Morse-Smale if its nonwandering set consists of finitely many 
compact orbits [4]. The Y-flow is grossly non-Kupka-Smale because 
W”/l n W8y is the vertical cylinder between them. 
LEMMA 1. Any Kupka-Smale approximation # to the Y-flow satisjes 
either 
(a) Wtiu(/3) A l7+ contains curves which Gspiral toward both components 
of W,“(y) n II+, or 
(b) W,“(/3) n l7+ equals a Cl-embedded circle which approximates one 
component of W*“(y) n Il+. 
Corresponding assertions can be made about Wtis(y) n IT-. 
Proof. By W&“(r) we denote the unstable manifold of the unique closed 
#-orbit lying near y (which we will also refer to as y). Similarly W,“(/3), etc. 
Suppose W,u(/l) n W,“(y) # ia. We claim (a) holds. Choose a point 
x E Wtiu(j3) n W,“(y). Its trajectory, I&(X), spirals toward y as t --+ co. Let 
7 be a smooth arc in Wti”(fi) at X, transverse to W&“(r). (Since # is Kupka- 
Smale, W” meets W* transversally at x.) Let 7t be the arc Z,&(T) cut down a 
fixed small size (say 6)-i.e., I,&(T) will stretch 7 longer and longer (as t -+ co) 
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but we keep throwing away all of Z&(T) not &-near &(x) along z&(r). The union 
of these T$‘s, 0 < t < co, forms a ribbon p over the positive #-orbit through 
x (see Fig. 3). Since IV@) is invariant, p C WU(@). By the h-lemma [3], 
rt tends to the local strong unstable manifold fibration of IVGUr at y (in the 
Cr sense) and for y E p, 
T,(P) =f Ttd W”Y> as y + w E W&“(y). 
(By T,( ) we denote the tangent plane at p and by =f, uniform convergence.) 
FIG. 3. The ribbon p. 
For any fixed c > 0, the surface #,(p) spirals around W*“(y) as did p. 
It is just a wider ribbon. If c N l/6, then W,“(,B) C $c(p) and &(p) meets fl+ 
transversally in a curve spiralling toward both components of W,“(y) n l7f. 
The tangents to the spiral lie in Tp C T( W&“/l), so (a) is proved. 
Now suppose W,“(fi) n W,s(y) = O. We claim (b) holds. Let A be a 
narrow smooth annulus transverse to Y and to W”(y) along some circle. 
The +tlow gives a Poincart map 
h: A - w&s(y)+L?+ 
by following #-trajectories. h is a Cl diffeomorphism from the two half 
neighborhoods of W&s(y) n A in A onto half neighborhoods of the two 
components of W,“(y) n 17+ (see Fig. 4). Clearly, h carries the circle C = 
W,“(/3) n A onto a circle which, as a point set, lies Co close to one component 
K of W$u(y) n fl+. But, since h is a local diffeomorphism, h(C) and K bound 
an annulus near K in II+. That is, h(C) CO-approximates K as a topologically 
embedded circle, not just as a point set. In Fig. 5 we show what h(C) is not. 
This completes the proof of (b) and of Lemma 1. 
Our use of the standard plug will be its substitution for the parallel flow 
on the interior of a flow box. A flow box is smoothly diffeomorphic to 
02 x [--I, l] so that levels are preserved and so that the vertical segments 
correspond to orbit segments. Such a substitution will preserve the mirror- 
image property. 
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FIG. 4. The PoincarC map past y. 
FIG. 5. Circles close as point sets but not as circles. 
We now begin our proof of Theorem 2. Let 2 be a vector field on S3 
which has two closed orbits u- and a+, where u+ is a hyperbolic source and u- 
is a hyperbolic sink. For example, such a vector field can be obtained as a 
perturbation of the field of tangent vectors to a Hopf fibration. Indeed, we 
shall choose 2 so that u- has period 4, so that there is a local transversal n 
at u- to which all orbits return in exactly time 4, and so that the induced 
Poincare map Iz: n + 17 is linear: 
h(x, , x2) = (q 3 @-“z) where O<a<l. 
FIG. 6. The solid torus S. 
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We choose coordinates (x1 , XJ on l7 so that 0 = 17 n U-, and so that the 
unit disk D C 17. Let S denote the solid torus S = 7(D, [0, 41) where 7 is the 
flow generated by 2. 
S has a flowbox chart g: D x [0,4] ---f S defined by g(p, z) = 7*(p). 
This chart sends a/& onto 2. Let 
PI = D x [0, 21, Pz = D x [2, 41, 
Sl = dPl>> s3 = gP3). 
FIG. 7. Two plugs in S. 
We construct the example called for in Theorem 2 by gluing plugs into 
S, w S, = S (see Fig. 7). To do so we carefully choose diffeomorphisms 
h,: D-+D j= 1,2, 
which fix all points on aD. Then define Gj by commutativity of 
(A 4 I---+ (p, z + 2j - 1) 
P = D x [-1, l] - Pj 
so&xidentity) j=l,Z 
si 
G,,(Y) and Z agree near aSj . Thus, a smooth flow q5 on S3 is defined by 
4 =Z off S and $ =G,,(Y) on Sj j= 1,2. 
It is clear that 4 has (at least) nine closed orbits: u+ and four in each plug. 
These closed orbits are hyperbolic. Below, we identify D x [0, 41 with S 
under the chart g; i.e., Pj = S, , j = 1,2. 
To specify hj we refer to the notations y, /3, C,“(/3), etc., from the standard 
plug (P, Y) (see Fig. 2). Let n: D x [-1, l] -+ D be the projection. By the 
mirror image property 
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They are circles in D, say C, , C,, respectively. CO encloses Ci . We require 
seven things of the circles 
c,” = h,(C,) c,i = hj(C,) 
pictured in Fig. 8. These circles Ci , j C,j represent the interesection of the 
local invariant manifolds of G&3), Gj(r) with the end of the flowbox Sj . 
So (l)-(7) are conditions on the relative positions of the invariant manifolds 
of the closed orbits of 4. To complete the notation we set 
Aj = the open annulus in D between Ct and C,j 
uj- = G,(r) Pi = W> ~j = Gi(r> ui+ = G,(u+) 
for j = 1, 2. Trajectories entering Aj x (2j - 2) fall directly into ai-. 
FIG. 8. The relative positions of the Cl’, C,,’ in D. 
(1) 0~AlnA~. 
(2) (eC,i u aCjj) C Aj for j = 1, 2. 
(3) The discs bounded by Cjl and C$ are disjoint and do not intersect 
aD. 
(4) CO1 A CO2 is exactly two points. 
(5) cj1mco2 # 0. 
(6) aCj2diC,l # la. 
(7) aC,2/liC,1#= 0. 
By aD we mean the disc of radius a. Inside aD we have drawn the same 
picture as in D, but shrunk by the factor a. 
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To continue the proof of Theorem 2, first we show that G$ is just its nine 
closed orbits. Any point p EM - ( u+ U S) is wandering. Its whole neigh- 
borhood is absorbed into S as t -+ co. Hence Q, = O+ u Q,,, . 
TO see that Q,l, is just its closed orbits, we analyze how an orbit can 
“leak” past a plug. We do this with constant reference to Fig. 8. 
Let U be a small neighborhood of p E D x 0 and let lJ,, be its projection 
into D x 0 along the +-flow. By the mirror image property, if any points in U 
leak through the first plug, then they exit D x 2 at a subset of U,, x 2, 
say U, x 2. Applying the argument again, we see that &U exits D x 4 
at U, x 4 C U, X 4. If U is small, the identification (made by g or the 
PoincarC map depending on how one looks at things) D x 4 tf aD x 0 
sends U,, x 4 disjoint from U,, x 0 unless p = 0 x 0. But if p = 0 x 0, 
then &U falls directly into ui-, i.e., U, x 1 = 0. This uses (1). Hence 
QnDxO=m. 
Let U be a small neighborhood of p E D x 2. A similar argument proves 
that p $ Sz unless p = 0 x 2. But then, from (I), p falls directly into ug-. 
Hence QnDx2j= @ j=O,l. That is, QnSjCaj-upjuyju 
uj+ u (kVQ$) n Ws(yj)), since all other orbits fall into sinks in Sj or else 
cross X5’, . It therefore remains to show 
Wu(pJ n Ws(yJ n Q = 0, j-1,2. (8) 
Let U be a small neighborhood of p E W”(&) n Ws(yj). Then U divides 
into two halves. The outer half spirals along near Ws(yj) then near Wou(yj) 
and exits D x 2j in a spiral cloud Uj x 2j near, and outside, C,j x 2j. The 
inner half exits D x 2j in a spiral cloud lJjl x 2j, near and inside Cij x 2j. 
Any part of &( Vi x 2j U lJjl x 2j) which returns to D x 2(j - 1) lies in 
spiral clouds V,-i near (aC,j u aC,j) x 2(j - 1). Such a V,-i falls directly 
into uj- before it can get near U. This uses (2). This completes the proof of 
(8) and hence that !&, is finitely many hyperbolic orbits. 
Finally we show that any Kupka-Smale approximation $ to q5 has a “cycle” 
of invariant manifolds. By [l, 2, or 41 such a I/ cannot be Morse-Smale. 
It should be noted that the proof could proceed from this point without 
the use of part (a) of the Lemma. This is done by listing the nine cycles 
of invariant manifolds which correspond to the nine different possible 
Kupka-Smale perturbations of 4 (each plug may be perturbed “in,” “out,” or 
“transversally”). We will use part (a) of the Lemma because it helped motivate 
this example and because it is a useful tool in other plug constructions. 
Consider W,“(p,) n (D x 2j). By Lemma 1, it contains some set Lj x 2j 
near C,? x 2j or C,j x 2j or both. Lj is either a spiral or a circle. 
Looking backwards from the jth plug we see that W,s(/3j) n D x (2j - 2) = 
(Boj x (2, - 2)) u (l&i x (2j - 2)) w h ere B,j and Bij are circles which Cl 
approximate C,j and Cij respectively. 
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By transversality in (4) and (5) and by Lemma 1 it follows that 
L,nB,2# a. 
By transversality in (6) and (7) and by Lemma I it follows that 
(9) 
aL, n B,l # ZJ (10) 
(see Fig. 9). Note that if L, is a circle (case (b) of Lemma 1) then we are 
using a topological form of the transversality theorem. L, must meet the 
approximation B02 of CO2 because L, is a small topological deformation of 
CO1 (or C,l) and CO2 crosses C,,l topologically, cf. Fig. 5. 
FIGURE 9 
Thus we get a transverse cycle: 
By the Cloud Lemma [l, 2, or 41 every point of W”&) n WS(p2) is 
nonwandering. In particular, 9, contains noncompact orbits; so # is not 
Morse-Smale. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
The same argument shows that: if 4 is any Kupka-Smale approximation 
to 4, then # has infinitely many closed orbits. For points on a transverse cycle 
are homoclinic and near homoclinic points there pass infinitely many closed 
orbits [4]. 
As was suggested at the outset, if we “move” C,l and act so that (5) and (6) 
are violated we arrive homotopically at a flow which lies on the boundary 
of the Morse-Smale flows. The movement of these circles maintains the 
almost Morse-Smale nature of the flow. The flow may then be perturbed 
so that L, and L, lie interior to Cil and C$, respectively, and we have no 
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cycle of invariant manifolds. In fact, all the circles in Fig. 8 may be homo- 
topically moved so that any Kupka-Smale perturbation is Morse-Smale. 
In [5], it was remarked that plugs do not seem to be a constructive approach 
to producing Morse-Smale flows. This paper confirms that feeling. For 
example, on a 3-manifold it remains an open problem to find a Morse-Smale 
field within a given homotopy class of nonvanishing vector field. The 
techniques used above indicate how not to attack the problem. It is naive 
to construct a vector field by plugs across Q (thereby forcing Q to be finitely 
many closed orbits [5]) and then expect that some perturbation will be 
Morse-Smale. 
Our proof of Theorem 2 above does not answer the following question: 
Can any flow on M3 with 5;! = jinitely muny hyperbolic fixed points be ap- 
proximated by a Morse-Smale jlow ? 
Using the 2 plug example of Theorem 2, it can be shown that every 
homotopy class of flows on an arbitrary 3-manifold contains an almost 
Morse-Smale flow which is not approximatable by a Morse-Smale flow. 
For by the Main Theorem of [5], there is an almost Morse-Smale flow in 
every homotopy class, and this flow has an attracting closed orbit. 
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